
QUIZ Time!  
TP Creations (All Rights reserved) 
 

Who cares about workplace safety? 
 
Alan, Ben, Cody, Daniel, Eric, Fred, George, Hugo, Ian, Jerry, Kurt and Larry

 

 
are work buddies in a large manufacturing plant.  While some of them follow 
guidelines for safe work practices and procedures strictly, others couldn’t care 
less where safety is concerned. For example: 

1) Alan

2) 

 wears a damaged hard hat while supervising work at a building 
under construction 
Ben

3) 
 uses machinery and tools without adequate training or authority.   

Cody
4) 

 the foreman, does not report accidents and injuries to his manager 
Daniel

5) When lifting heavy objects, 
 the storekeeper, ensures that fire exits are not blocked by clutter  

Eric

6) 

 uses automation such as hoist or forklift 
pallets 
Fred

7) 

 does not wear protective gloves when handling polishing wax and 
chemicals 
George

8) 
 the cleaner often leaves the workshop floor greasy and dirty  

Hugo
9) 

 uses ear protection in the workplace that’s noisy  
Ian

10) 
 the spray painter uses a respirator that is not fit-tested 

Jerry
11) 

 always takes action to correct unsafe practices and work conditions 
Kurt

12) When people are not watching, 
  substituted hazardous work procedures for safer ones  

Larry

 

 quietly pours toxic chemical wastes 
down the drain 

Today, they are seated at a round table in the staff canteen to have lunch 
together. 
 
Larry sits next to Ben, who has two ‘care about safety’ buddies on his immediate 
right.  Cody has a ‘cares about safety’ worker on his immediate left and a 
‘doesn’t care about safety’ worker on his immediate right.  Alan sits between 
Kurt and Hugo, while Ian sits between Daniel and Eric.  Although there are two 
‘don’t care about safety’ workers sitting between Kurt and George,  Kurt is on 
the second seat from Fred’s left.  George likes to sit between buddies who ‘don’t 
care about safety’. He has Fred and Cody on his immediate left and two other 
‘don’t care about safety’ buddies on his immediate right.  The ‘cares for safety’ 
person between Ian and Jerry is neither Eric nor Hugo.  Expectedly, Eric and 
Hugo
 

 being twins, always sit beside each other at lunchtime. 

Now, tell us how these 12 workers are seated

Send your entries to TP Lim (

 at the round table 
(draw a circle and indicate their respective seating positions). There 
are three $30.00 shopping vouchers to be won!   

mdclimtp@nus.edu.sg) by 15 May 2012 
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